
Visiting Analyst for Quality of Life vertical

Internship (5-6 months)

Would you like to get your first insights into impact investment? If so, keep

reading!

Ship2B Ventures is a venture capital firm focused on delivering profitability with impact. We are looking

for a motivated individual in the initial stages of their career to join our investment team and support us

in originating and executing deals for a period of 5-6 months.

Who we are

Ship2B Ventures is an early-stage impact venture capital firm focused on improving the quality of life of

vulnerable collectives, tackling climate change, and providing quality education to reduce school failure.

We have €55 million under management and we invest and back mission-driven entrepreneurs whose

projects aim at creating a better world and have the potential to yield outsized returns for our LPs,

society and our planet.

We aim at contributing to three main challenges of our society: improving the quality of life of vulnerable

populations, fighting climate change and reversing school failure and unemployment. Our investments in

the three verticals are managed by two deal teams with extensive experience in venture capital and our

focus sectors. Additionally, we stem from the Ship2B Foundation, which manages a portfolio of over

twenty social and environmental impact startups. In our Quality of Life vertical, we look for digital

health and medtech innovations that directly improve the quality of life of elderly people, people with

disabilities or people with chronic diseases. In the Climate vertical, we look for innovative solutions that

reduce GHG emissions within Agrifood, Energy, Transport, Construction and Industrial Manufacturing. In

Education, we look for solutions to improve the current system and reduce school failure.

What you’ll be doing

We are looking for a Visiting Analyst who can join us for six months in our Barcelona office. You’ll be

supporting the Quality of Life deal team in their mission to find, structure and execute investments. This

includes:

Deal Analysis. Support the Quality of Life deal team in the following activities:

• Increase dealflow and fill company profiles in our database

• Perform analytical market studies and competitive benchmarking

• Support developing Deal Summaries for pre-investment committee meetings

• Support our due diligence processes and day-to-day operations

Thought Leadership. Ownership in the following workstreams:

• Develop investment theses related to key areas such as current medical needs around chronic diseases,

disabilities and elderly population

• Develop in-depth market analyses

• Generate relevant content on researched areas for publication in relevant channels

What we expect from you

• Genuine interest in healthcare, impact and venture capital. You would like to contribute to improving

the quality of life of patients and society.

• Currently in the process of acquiring a Bachelor or Master’s Degree in a relevant field such as Business,

Economics, Biotechnology, Biology, Biomedicine, Biomedical engineering, etc.

• Intellectually curious, analytical thinker and strong interpersonal skills

• Comfortable working autonomously

• A thoughtful, collaborative approach and style that works well in a small, entrepreneurial team

• Fluent in Spanish and English

• Previous exposure to life sciences / healthcare / digital health sectors through studies, other

internships or own activities will be a plus

What we offer

• A fun, fast paced, and purpose-driven environment

• A challenging, hands-on role that will have a real impact on people and the planet

• The opportunity to begin your investment career within Ship2B Ventures

Start Date & Location

• This role is part of a 5-6 months full-time paid internship and is based in Barcelona, under a hybrid

model (3 days in person, 2 days home office).

• The applicant is expected to be registered in an accredited university or relevant educational institute

during the internship.

• Part-time roles will also be taken into consideration.

• Starting date: September 2022

Sounds like you?

If interested, please send your CV and any supporting documents to lpascual@ship2bventures.com before

the 30th of July 2022. We are keen to close this position as soon as practicable and will be evaluating

candidates on a rolling basis.

www.ship2bventures.com

Vía Augusta, 9 - 4º 2ª (08006, Barcelona)
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